
American Literature EOC Review

Test-Taking Strategies & Academic Vocabulary



Preparing for the Test

Before the Test:
● Review sessions
● Graded work
● USA Test Prep
Test Day:
● Monday, April 29 - Wednesday, May 1 during regular class period
● Eat a healthy breakfast and/or lunch 
● Hurry to your assigned lab
● Wear layers
● Bring a pencil



Testing

● Use the tools available to you:
○ Pointer
○ Flag
○ Cross-off tool
○ Highlighter
○ Sticky note
○ Line guide
○ Magnifier
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Test-Taking Rules

● If you have to modify an answer to make it work, it’s NOT the right 
answer.

● If you have to qualify an answer (if…., then this would be true), it’s 
NOT the right answer.

● If ANY part of the answer is wrong, it’s NOT the right answer.
● The BEST answer will address ALL parts of the question.  Read 

ALL the choices so you don’t miss the BEST answer.
● A question that asks for a main idea will have an answer that refers 

to the WHOLE passage. Eliminate answers that are too narrow and 
only deal with specific details.



Strategies to Elimination and Guessing

● Use POE (Process Of Elimination).
● As you read, ask yourself three questions: Why did the author write this? 

What is his point? What is his attitude towards his subject? MANY 
multiple questions deal with main idea or author purpose. If you know 
these things, you can answer most questions correctly.

● If two answers are opposites, one of them is generally the right answer.
● Does the question want a specific detail or an overview/summary? 

Choose an answer that matches.
● How many items does the question require of the answer? Make sure the 

answer you choose delivers that many.
● If a question asks, why did the author include “X,” take “X” out and see 

what is missing!



Tricks of the Trade

● Don’t forget you have a brain! Sometimes, all you need is common 
sense (NOT even the passage!)  –  Testmakers will attempt to 
distract you with information you don’t really need.

● Make sure you know what the question is asking! Some of the 
answers may be perfectly valid, correct answers to different 
questions!

● There is often more than one correct answer. Many compound 
questions will ask you to choose the BEST answer. 

● When dealing with literary terms, standardized tests deal with the 
dictionary definitions of the literary terms and devices.



Tricks of the Trade
● SLOW DOWN! Many questions are missed because testtakers 

rush through the question without really reading it and miss words 
like NOT, BEST, and EXCEPT.

● Main idea questions often include choices that are minor DETAILS 
as distractors. Eliminate them. You need the statement that 
encompasses ALL the minor details.

● Look BEFORE and AFTER the specific line the prompt refers to. 
The answer is often made obvious in the surrounding text.

● Testmakers try to drag you off track with choices that are related to 
but not specifically about the identified text. Don’t fall for 
distractors! Eliminate them!



Academic Vocabulary

excerpt _________________________________
(n) a passage or quotation taken or selected from a
book, document, film, etc.

The sentence on the grammar quiz was an excerpt from
the short story.



Academic Vocabulary

component__________________________________
(n) a basic part; element; ingredient

Culture is sometimes described as having three
components: what people think, what they do and the
material products they produce.



Academic Vocabulary

infer, or inference_____________________________
(v) to derive by reasoning; conclude or judge from
premises or evidence; (n) the act or process of inferring;
something that is inferred

People try to infer all kinds of things from my writing,
but most of what they say is total nonsense.

You can make several inferences about the mental state
of the author at the time of writing by examining the
following passages.



Academic Vocabulary

discriminate__________________________________
(v) to make or establish a distinction in or between;
differentiate; to unfairly treat a person or group of
people differently from other people or groups

Morgan finds it hard these days to discriminate
between her friends and her enemies.



Academic Vocabulary

synthesize____________________________________
(v) to form by combining parts or elements

The group’s plan was to read two articles and
synthesize the information into a presentation.



Academic Vocabulary

stimulus_____________________________________
(n) something that incites to action or exertion or
quickens action, feeling, thought, etc.

When I was a little kid, I loved it when the doctor used
the little mallet as a stimulus to make my knee jerk.

The teacher’s story was a stimulus to help the students
think of a writing topic.



Academic Vocabulary

objective____________________________________
(n) something that one's efforts or actions are intended to attain or accomplish; 
purpose; goal; target; (adj) not influenced by personal feelings, interpretations, 
or prejudice; based on facts; unbiased

The objective of this handout is to teach you terms
you’ll see on the EOC Milestone test.

The teacher’s grading must be objective; although she
knows some students tried harder than others, she must
remove all personal knowledge of students from her
grading process.



Academic Vocabulary

subjective____________________________________
(adj) existing in the mind; belonging to the thinking
subject rather than to the object of thought (opposed to
objective)

The perception of beauty is influenced to some degree
by subjective components which are culturally
dependent.
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